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WhIle many local monetary emIssIons are
pragmatic responses to economic emergency or distress,
others are more deliberate experiments that seek to explore
the practical applications of an idea or theory. such is the

case of the exeter “constant” of 1972-1973, issued to circulate in the
town of exeter, new hampshire by dr. ralph Borsodi.

ralph Borsodi (1888-1977) was a follower of henry
George and a major figure in the american decentralist move-
ment of the 20th century. Both as a writer and activist, Borsodi
sought throughout his long life to promote ideals of home-
steading, land reform, and economic decentralization as reme-
dies for the evils of modern civilization. as a practitioner of
decentralism, his signature achievement was the establishment of
the school of living, an intentional community whose home-
steading practices represented practical tests of Borsodi’s convic-
tion that small-scale production and self-sufficiency represented
a lifestyle superior to that possible under industrialism.

as a public figure, Borsodi’s influence peaked in the
1930s, when books such as This Ugly Civilization (1929) and
Flight from the City (1933) offered desperate readers an alterna-
tive to the grim economic conditions of the Great depression.
With the advent of postwar affluence, Borsodi’s star faded. In his
public advocacy after the 1940s Borsodi became increasingly
concerned with the possibility of a catastrophic collapse of the
monetary system, which he foresaw as a consequence of
Keynesian monetary policies. In pamphlets such as What
Americans Can Do  ab out the Po stwar Co llapse (1943) and
“Inflation is Coming!” and What to Do About It (1948) Borsodi
set down his fears that high levels of government debt augured a
debasement of the dollar. 

When a postwar collapse did not happen, Borsodi’s rep-
utation as a public intellectual dimmed, and his writing turned
away from public advocacy towards more recondite subjects. By
the 1950s he had found Gandhian audiences in India more
receptive to his decentralist message, and Borsodi resided there
for some years. only in the mid-1960s did Borsodi return to the
United states for good, retiring in the small town of exeter, in
southern new hampshire.

Dr. Borsodi’s ‘Constant’
By Loren Gatch

Dr. Ralph Borsodi
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ralph Borsodi lived long enough not only to witness america’s departure
from the gold standard in 1933, but also the demise of the Bretton Woods system of
fixed exchange rates in the early 1970s. In a manuscript published posthumously as
Inflation and the Coming Keynesian Catastrophe, Borsodi recounted how, while
wintering in escondido, california, he resolved to embark upon a monetary experi-
ment that would demonstrate the feasibility of a commodity-based unit of account
that would be more stable in value than the ailing U.s. dollar. In a document dated
march 3, 1972, that he styled as the “escondido memorandum,” Borsodi asked,
“can an experiment be conducted—say for a year—in circulating through our banks
and clearing through the federal reserve system—the notes representing such a sta-
ble ‘money of account’?  are there any legal roadblocks that must be removed to
make such an experiment possible?”

returning to exeter that april, Borsodi quickly sought to create such a
money, which he called the “constant.”  his organizational vehicle for this experi-
ment was the Independent arbitrage International (IaI). Borsodi defined the
constant in terms of a basket of internationally traded commodities, for which he
constructed an index whose fluctuations would affect the value of the constant
when translated into U.s. dollars.

Borsodi claimed to have worked up this list by
taking the 30 most important commodities in interna-
tional trade, determined by the dollar value of their
volume of world production based on 1970 prices
(Borsodi gave gold and silver disproportionate weights
because of the two metals’ traditional monetary signifi-
cance). the specific quantities of each commodity rep-
resented their respective weights within the index, such
that the sum total of their values equaled an initial
$10,000 (again, at 1970 prices). Borsodi called this
aggregate the “Unit of repayment.” next, Borsodi
defined the constant as 1/50,000 of this Unit, or twen-
ty U.s. cents at its initial value. In the inflationary envi-
ronment of the 1970s, Borsodi expected the value of
the constant to rise against the dollar (remaining, of
course, ‘constant’ in terms of the basket of physical
commodities that defined it).

What immediately leaps out from images of
the checks and currency is that Borsodi’s symbol for
the constant is almost exactly the same as the euro (€),
leading one to wonder just what sort of windfall
Borsodi’s estate would have enjoyed had he registered

the symbol as a trademark!
the exeter constant scheme seems implausibly elaborate for the octoge-

narian activist to have invented during some california holiday. Indeed, the origins
of the constant actually dated back to 1966-7, when Borsodi and a collaborator,
robert swann, sought to launch an ambitious plan to link the provision of an infla-
tion-proof currency to rural financing and land reform in underdeveloped coun-
tries. In their earlier plan, Borsodi and swann sought to align the interests of rich-
country investors with borrowers in poor nations. Investors seeking shelter from
inflation would exchange national currencies for Borsodi’s constants. In turn,
Borsodi would invest the proceeds in commodities that would serve as the backing
for the new currency. as the value of the commodity backing rose in an inflationary
environment, so too would the value of each constant in terms of the commodity
index that defined the unit of account. 

farmers and other producers of commodity staples in poor nations entered
the picture in two ways. first, they would be recipients of constant-denominated
loans. like many other advocates for the rural poor, Borsodi identified inadequate
and usurious access to credit as a major impediment to their economic empower-
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ment, particularly insofar as it prevented them from putting land to productive use.
second, once operating on a large scale the commodity purchases made to back the
constants would themselves create buffer stocks that would protect small producers
from the vicissitudes of international markets. In these ways, Borsodi sought
through the constant plan to bring together his longtime interests in monetary and
land reform.

While the concept of backing or defining a currency in terms of a commod-
ity basket was hardly new, Borsodi’s constant plan entailed a number of twists.
first and foremost was the sheer scope of Borsodi’s ambition. for the plan to have
worked best it would have had to scale up to a global level. his original idea was not
to actually take possession of the commodities in the constant basket, but instead
to purchase contracts on established commodity exchanges using the national cur-
rencies that represented the original investments in constants. as these contracts
appreciated, so would the constants upon which they were based. Indeed, Borsodi
insisted that by engaging in commodity “arbitrage” (the simultaneous purchase and
sale of the same commodity across different markets), managers of the constant
would in fact generate the profit that would make the scheme self-financing. While
it is unclear exactly what market inefficiencies Borsodi’s arbitrage would have
exploited, the use of contracts instead of physical possession of commodities at the
very least promised to keep management costs to a minimum.
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finally, Borsodi’s conviction that currency issue was inseparable from proper
banking practices meant that the provision of constants would be a mirror of real
economic activity, and not generated by mere financial speculation. though Borsodi
cited prominent economists like Irving fisher, friedrich hayek and frank Graham to
justify his plan, the real influence on Borsodi’s thinking was probably the more
obscure monetary reformer, edwin clarence (e. c.) riegel.  riegel’s ideas about “pri-
vate enterprise” money issued competitively merely to serve the legitimate ends of
trade resonated with Borsodi’s own libertarian, decentralist outlook. Borsodi was con-
vinced that tying the provision of money to productive activity rather than to debt
issuance or government fiat would be inherently non-inflationary. as Borsodi put it,
“the issuance of new money to finance investments is bad enough; the issuance of new
money to finance government deficits is worse; the issuance of new money to finance
speculation is worst of all.” Borsodi also did not mince words in expressing what he
thought were the global advantages of a commodity-based, private money: “It elimi-
nates political considerations and national interests from the issuance of money. It
makes it possible to avoid taxes and other hindrances in nearly every country, includ-
ing the United states, on the movement of funds from one country to another.”

Borsodi’s views on land and monetary reform gained little traction in post-
war america, and in the 1950s and 1960s he looked to India as a potential model for
economic development that represented a third way between capitalist and commu-
nist systems.  In particular he was enamored by the example represented by India’s co-
operative villages (gramdan), in which he saw realized henry George’s ideas about

(Source: Milne Special Collections
and Archives Department,
University of New Hampshire
Library, Durham, NH)
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land reform. there, Borsodi thought, would be the perfect setting to implement the
constant plan: small-scale lending in constants to these cooperatives would enable
them to escape the clutches of loan sharks, while rich-country investors would find
in the constant an inflation hedge. a prominent leader of India’s co-op movement,
the Gandhian politician Jayaprakash (J.p.) narayan, was sympathetic to Borsodi’s
and swann’s proposal, and a publicity and fundraising trip by narayan to the Usa
in late 1966 was planned to inaugurate the project.  much to Borsodi’s bitterness,
narayan begged off at the last minute, succumbing to pressure from his government
not to endorse a monetary scheme that challenged the position of the Indian rupee.
Un-tested, the constant plan was put on a shelf.

dusting off the plan on short notice in 1972 did entail a few shortcuts.
though defining its value in terms of the commodity basket, Borsodi introduced his
currency without first purchasing the corresponding contracts.  Instead, Borsodi
simply sold constants for U.s. dollars, promising through the IaI to redeem them at
whatever inflation-adjusted rate prevailed in the future. rather than issuing
constants in the form of paper currency, Borsodi began in the fall of 1972 by first
offering checking accounts in the new medium, initially out of his home, and then
by october as the business grew from an office established at 105 Water street in
exeter.  Borsodi needed banking connections to make his plan work, and two local
institutions, the Indian head national Bank and the exeter Banking company,
cooperated with Borsodi to the extent that they allowed the IaI to establish checking
accounts for users of constants. the latter bank handled the largest volume of trans-
actions since its vice-president, edwin r. Baker, was both a friend of Borsodi’s and
shared his concern with rising american inflation.

Banking with constants worked in the following way. customers seeking
constant accounts paid U.s. dollars to Borsodi, who then deposited the funds in the
local banks. a single IaI checking account thus had multiple signatories, reflecting
the fact that individual account holders did not actually have relationships with the
exeter banks, but rather with Borsodi’s IaI.  the dollars initially paid in by accoun-
tholders were simply bundled and deposited into the shared checking account, while
the equivalents, in constants, of accountholders’ balances were disaggregated and
tracked separately by Borsodi and his staff. 

as a general matter, checks written on any american bank had of course to
be cleared in dollars, not constants, and the bookkeeping required to calculate the
variable value of accountholders’ constant balances was the responsibility of the
IaI, and not the banks.  Initially, check amounts were actually written in terms of
constants, with a final calculation of the prevailing dollar equivalent written in by
the holder of the check at the time of presentment. this practice quickly raised the
ire of the federal reserve, and henceforth checks could only be written for dollar
amounts.

By february 1973, Borsodi supplemented the checking accounts with a
paper currency in denominations of €1, 5, 10, 25, and 100 (silver rounds were also
coined). While it was inherently difficult to spend a medium whose value in dollars
had to be calculated continually, apparently it did circulate to some extent among
local businesses. Indeed, the town of exeter was generally welcoming of the currency
experiment. the town’s prep school, the phillips exeter academy, maintained its
own constant account and conducted some thousands of dollars’ worth of retail
trade in constants. the local newspaper was also supportive, and Borsodi drew
upon the expertise of economists at the University of new hampshire in nearby
durham, particularly for the construction and maintenance of the constant index.
for their part, federal authorities registered their indifference to the constant exper-
iment. In the comptroller of the currency’s opinion, “they can circulate clamshells
or pine cones if they want to, as long as people accept them…the law only provides
that you have a right to demand payment in Us currency as legal tender if you want
to.”

according to paul salstrom, who served as the first of the three successive
comptrollers of the constant experiment, Borsodi intended to embark upon the pur-
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Write the Editor and speak your mind



t he socIety presented aWards for oUt-
standing achievement and service at spmc events

during the recent memphis International paper money
show.
Nathan Gold Lifetime Achievement Award

— frank clark
Nathan Goldstein Award ( for recruiting)  

— Jason Bradford
Forrest Daniels Literary Award of Excellence 

— mark tomasko
Presidential Awards

— Bob moon
— Benny Bolin
— heritage Galleries

Social Media Award
— Jim phillips

Wismer Award (Book of the year) 
— pierre fricke and fred reed 
The History of Collecting Confederate Paper Money

Honorable Mention
— robert Kravitz 
A Guidebook of Fractional Currency
— Kroll, harold
World  War II Pap er Mo ney and  Financ ia l
Instruments of Nazi Germany 

Dr. Glenn Jackson Award (article using specimens,
vignettes, proofs, etc)
— mack martin

First Place Paper Money Article Awards
— Joe Gaines Jr.
— harold don allen
— paul herbert
— shawn hewitt
—  Jamie yakes, douglas nyholm, henry Brasco.

Second  Place Paper Money Article Awards
—Joe Gaines Jr., harold don allen,  fred reed,
James simek, Quintin trammel,  Jamie yakes, doug
murray, lee loftus

Best in show exhibit
— mack martin
Athens, GA: The Early Days-Antebellum Banks

Honorable Mention exhibits
— shawn hewitt 
Large Size Replacement Notes
— Jerry fotchman
Fractional Currency Paper

Julian Blanchard Exhibit Award
— nancy Wilson
Ecuador Specimen Set
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chase of commodity contracts once the funds invested reached $1 million. In the
event, the amount invested in the constant checking accounts peaked in the summer
of 1973 at $750,000 divided across several dozen IaI accountholders. at no time in
the course of the experiment did Borsodi actually purchase any of the commodities
that comprised the “Unit of repayment.” Instead, Borsodi’s IaI financed the cost of
compensating account holders for the inflation-driven increase in the dollar equiva-
lent of their constant balances entirely through IaI’s own seed funds.  In the end,
this amounted to about $35,000.

after the summer of 1973, Borsodi wound down the exeter constant exper-
iment, convinced that his ideas about non-inflationary money had gained some vin-
dication.  he died in 1977 at the age of 90. several years later Bob swann co-found-
ed the e. f. schumacher society, a western massachusetts center for decentralist
thought and practice that has over the decades kept alive a tradition of local curren-
cy activism spurred by Borsodi’s example.
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